Basketball Team Drops Two Wins One

The Ithaca College varsity basketball team lost two of the three hard fought games that they have played at sites far East. The games were played against Cornell and Franklin and Marshall. The final score was: Ithaca 64, Cornell 59, and Franklin and Marshall 78. The final five minutes was won by eleven points. The final score was: Ithaca 64, Cornell 59, and Franklin and Marshall 78. The final five minutes was won by eleven points.
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The captain of a ship is the leader, the one who sets him apart from that crew. Certainly there are none more con­­derned than he as much as the sea and ships as he, yet he occupies a much more exalted position than they.

Is it perhaps more than just his job? That his background extends beyond the poe of plain duty? That his ability to deal with people and situations is superior to that of the men on his command?

Assuming that this is the case, we readily see that it is a lack of those qualifications that make one member of one family.

So it is with anyone who has a little extra something to add to their regular work are the ones who will receive particular notice and be the ones to advance themselves the farthest financially.

There are unusual opportunities for the individual to widen his scope here and there. The very fact that there are three different fields gathered under one roof should provide advantages unknown in other in­­stitutions. It is not a matter of biased individual opinion that keeps the students from enjoying these advantages, but rather a will of management to take the finger of prejudices out of the way.

The take the finger of prejudices out of the way, 90% of it's work is in the form of environment and let some of the food of culture and association roll in.

--W.D.

TREMAN, KING & COMPANY

SPOTLIGHT

What recently signed rep, pushing a certain popular sopho­me"n that same thing, I wonder why, as much as they are able.

Old Faces
Ken Mosely and Ruth Morgan; Mt. Vernon's 1931 stars.

Windsor vs. W. Point
Chase and Sanborn coffee gained the Windsor men.

Both coaches seemed a bit on the nervous side.

That Green Mountain man is certainly a thing to see from the other department the speed of mountain folk. Any one can catch them coming in the lobby between classes and free periods. More prefer to you, may the future be bright for the baseball mogul.

The Smiths are a success. The value of such a fund is impor­tant to every student. The student can join in hearty congratulations to Oracle, who sponsored, and to the organizations who produced it.
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FRESHMAN TEAM WINS

The Ithaca Frosh Club won the only game which it has played in the last two weeks. They beat Canandaigua Academy by a score of 43 to 32. Rav LeGere led the scoring for the "Cats" with 11 points, while Redfield, the Canandaigua left forward, led his team with 13 points. The Frosh Junior Varsity beat Oxford Academy by a score of 31 to 34 in the preliminary. Tonight the Frosh team is scheduled to meet the Cornell Freshman team on the Seneca Street floor.

FRESHMAN DANCE

On Saturday night, February the 19th, in the Ithaca College gym, the Freshman Club will make its first splash in the college social swim. It will be in the form of the "Freshman Dance". Hal Anderson's band will furnish music for dancing from nine until twelve o'clock. The gym will be tastefully decorated to suit this informal occasion.

SCAMPERS WELL RECEIVED

Continued on Page 1

Joe Kappa, portraying the various qualities necessary for success in athletics through the medium of the dance, proved to be the hit of the evening. His dance, "balanced performance", symbolizing the qualities of strength, skill, coordination, rhythm, and cooperation, was very ably executed and signified thorough and diligent preparation. It was an act which brought forth the originality of the men of the Phi E.K. and which is deserving of high praise.

Delta Phi next presented "Silhouette", a musical picture essay around the song "Love Comes But Once", an original composition by Joannna Gable. Miss Gable, assisted by the girls' glee club, gave a beautiful rendition of her work. Vocal solos were presented by Eleanor Necker, Mary Jane Sterling, and a girl's trio composed of Betty Soren, Nan Houston, and Janet Gaylord. The two dance by Pat Hill was very well rendered. The act, harmonized by the various rhythmic and lighting effects, was highly commendable and deserves recognition as one of the best.

The concluding number on the program was Phi Mu Alpha's presentation of "A Romantic Interlude", arranged and conducted by Joe DeVauro. Four beautiful tunes, "Romance", "Love, Your Magic Spell Is Everything", and "Love in Bloom", were artistically woven into a medley which provided the evening's performance with a fitting finale, leaving the audience with an impression of romance and beauty as portrayed by music. The number was interpreted by an orchestra of thirty pieces, with the entire company of thirty-seven singing "Love in Bloom", leaving Ralph Dorfman and Ken Turner as soloists.

The audience was royally entertained between the acts with the clever set and setting of the particular Dormfan and junior white performance, providing the fun of the evening. To these men goes the praise for pulling together a well-balanced performance.

THIS'N THAT

Kids look tougher walk those last few days... heavy, weekend, we suppose. Hal Anderson, Morgan gave Tommy a run for his money... Dorsey looked sad as a showman... anybody he plays high on the slip... but so does Morgan... so...

We hear the spirit of Hal Anderson is returning... in the form of an Indian... we predict that he stick to reading Homer... teh... teh...

That Canandaigua had company... a few days ago... looked happy... walking on clouds and all that stuff... guest is reserved territory, girls.

Cold receptions are in vogue in Syracuse... so they tell us... it's tough to live far, away... oh, Bert!

New stuff in the Drumer Don't... the scene painter is rushing again... watch him; he's good at sponge acts... he's pretty hot now.

Scene at Westminster Hall... director approaches in sight... please have any on the guys... by the way, these two guys are still trying to the door... we guess the first there gets the date... a few such words, we think.

That shadow around school is a fact... someone in the audience thought he was Phi Mu's uncle Bill... or somethin'. Scamps went fairly well...

CLUB-ROOM CONVERSATION

"That famous saying, 'I'd walk a mile for a Camel!' expresses the devotion and love I have for cigarettes. No other cigarettes are as good as Camels," Commander Ellsberg shares danger with his men. He says: "The last thing a deep-sea diver wants to do is try to find a cigarette in the water. What a relief! Camel's are a must!"
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R. A. HEGGIE & BRO.
CO.
Manufacturing Jewelers
Ithaca New York

IDEAL
Restaurant
208 North Tioga Street
Home Cooking
Regular Meals
Sandwiches
Meal Tickets

ITHACA
LAUNDRIES
Easy to remember 2364

"IRV" LEWIS
STATE STREET STORE
104 E. State St.
"IN THE BEST PLACE
TO BUY YOUR CLOTHES"

CLEARY & STEWART
PHARMACY
A Complete Drug Store
Catering to Student
Needs
Opposite Ithaca Hotel

ATWATER'S
ITHACA
SAVINGS BANK
Tioga St. — Corner Seneca

DON'T BE A LONG HAIR!
HAVE YOUR HAIR CUT AT
Clinton Barber Shop
Specializing in Dancers' "Stream-Line" Haircuts
"It Pays to Look Well — When You Dance"

"A Complete Musical Service"
Hickey Lyceum Music Store
105-109 South Cayuga St.

HAMILTON
SMOKE SHOP

The Corner Bookstore
ANTHONY ADVERSE — 51
THE HURRICANE — 29
A BOOK OF OPERA — 1.60
Spencerian Fountain Pens — 7.40
GREETING CARDS
OF ALL OCCASIONS
ENGRAVING and EMBOSING
Calling Cards — Menus
Dance Programs
USE OUR RENTAL LIBRARY
Three Cents per Day

"YOU'LL FIND MORE PLEASURE
in Chesterfield's milder better taste"

Copyright 1938, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.